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Some acronyms:  

GROUSE:  GPC Reusable Observable Unified Study Environment 
ALS- Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis 
CMS: Center of Medicare & Medicaid Services

Introduction: 

Song began by talking about the geographical and population of the GPC and where we have the best 
patient counts. She also showed the penetrance to measure what proportion of the population is 
represented in the EHR. Despite good coverage, many patients may seek care from outside of GPC 
facilities – motivation for the creation of GROUSE. 

GPC has three required cohorts; 

• ALS (rare disease),  
• breast cancer (cancer) 
• Healthy/unhealthy weight (population health). We chose to integrate CMS claims as our 

most consistent and powerful initial claims strategy. 

Despite focus on the three cohorts, Song believes that the environment can be used for other types of 
studies as well. Can reach out and propose additional use cases; outside of the three cohorts, there is 
more administrative work, but can still be a powerful resource. 

Song discussed the types of Medicare and Medicaid claims data that we have in terms of both 
geographic area and longitudinal coverage. CMS does not allow for obtaining the entire population to be 
used for a single research project, thus we have to select those areas where our network has the most 
patients. 

Also integrate the CDMs from all GPC sites and create linkage to the CMS data. Also include census block 
social determinants of health data (RUCA codes, ACS survey data).  

Types of data files that Medicare provides: 

• Part A (fee for service, institutional) 
• Part B (fee for service, not institutional) 



• Part C (Medicare advantage) 
• Part D (prescription drug) 
• Medicaid claims data. Also discussed types of patients covered by Medicare and Medicaid.  

 
Song next discussed the decision to purchase Medicare data for all of some states and partial data for 
other states, so as to remain under the 20% cap. Also mentioned all of the data security requirements 
for hosting CMS data. Talking about how selected cloud services meet these requirements and also our 
needs for this data.  

GROUSE data will not leave their environment, rather approved researchers will be permitted to access 
the data within the environment and perform their analyses within that environment. Users can create 
own Windows or Linux workspace to do their analyses. 

Song also described how Medicare claims data have been transformed into the CDM format for 
interoperability. Claims data does not have as rich of information as EHR, so only certain tables are 
populated from the CDM information. GROUSE is still in the process of transforming the payment 
information into CDM format, probably into the OBS_GEN table.  

Large number of years of Medicare data purchased means that for the elderly, have very large 
proportion of population with many years of data coverage. About 3.6 million patients have 7 or more 
years of part A, B, and D data, for studies.  

We also use a privacy preserving linkage to connect the EHR PAT_ID and Medicare files. Create a 
deidentified crosswalk linkage between the two to leverage both for research. Song also highlighted the 
current progress on creating this crosswalk. Currently there are about 3 million patients in our current 
Medicare tables and crosswalk, but it is expected to rise to around 5 million when the newest CMS data 
is obtained.  

Song also highlighted the crosswalk population that is in each of the three cohorts; this highlights the 
amount of data that is available to support research into these three populations. She also discussed 
various measures of data completeness based upon the EHR alone and based upon the crosswalk 
population. 

She also discussed the breast cancer pilot project run by Iowa to look at tumor registry data and linkage 
with Medicare and Medicaid claims. Various pilot studies show the increasing completeness obtained 
using the crosswalk population and the greater evidence of treatments and outcomes of interest for 
that group when compared to either source alone. 

Song finished by focusing on current works using these resources to highlight potential uses of GROUSE 
to further research. Also discussed the GROUSE service models for using the three existing cohorts vs. 
proposing new usages and for using CMS data vs using the sites CDM data alone. She provided an 
overview of types of data that can be used and implications of these choices. 

Ryan has questions about deidentification process and distributed data analysis. Song didn’t have time 
to finish answering. Discussion about how best to handle those at least 90 years of age 


